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Summary. — Aid fragmentation is widely recognized as being detrimental to development outcomes. We reinvestigate the impact of fragmentation in the context of growth, bureaucratic policy, and education, focusing on a number of conceptually different indicators of fragmentation, and paying attention to potentially heterogeneous effects across countries, sectors, and channels of influence. Our systematic and detailed reexamination of existing empirical studies shows that this differentiation is crucial. In some sectors—such as primary education—donor concentration or limiting donor numbers appear to be detrimental rather than beneficial for development outcomes. In other areas, we find the expected negative effect, but only when we conceptualize fragmentation as a lack of lead donors (too limited concentration), rather than in terms of donor numbers. In all cases, sufficient initial administrative capacity in recipient countries prevents the negative and reinforces the positive effects of fragmentation. This stresses the importance of questioning the sweeping conclusions drawn by much of the previous literature. Based on what we currently know, generalizing judgments about the effect of aid fragmentation may be misleading.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The academic literature widely recognizes aid fragmentation as a significant problem for effective development cooperation. With many donors and projects in a given country or sector, transaction costs should rise (Acharya, Fuzzo de Lima, & Moore, 2006; Anderson, 2012), developing country administrative capacities can be overburdened (Kanbur, 2003; Roodman, 2006), and administrations might be deprived of their best staff (Knack & Rahman, 2007), so that aid supposedly becomes less effective in terms of its impact on economic development. (Annen & Kosempel, 2009; Djankov, Montalvo, & Reynal-Querol, 2009; Kimura, Mori, & Sawada, 2012).

To mitigate such problems, donors and recipients committed to reducing fragmentation in the Paris Declaration (PD) in 2005, the Accra Agenda for Action (AAA) in 2008, and the Busan Declaration in 2011. The consensus that fragmented aid is generally “bad” aid is, however, based on a surprisingly small number of systematic studies. These studies had a remarkable effect on development scientists and practitioners alike. Given the general fragility of results in the aid effectiveness literature (see Doucouliagos, 2016; Dreher, Lang, & Zinaja, 2017), the unanimous acceptance of the principle “less is more” is surprising. It is also questioned by the recipients themselves (Eyben, 2007: 642; Greenhill, Prizzon, & Rogerson, 2016: 143; OECD, 2014: 27). Our systematic reexamination—in much more detail than any previous study provides—will shed some light on the general results as well as on the specific conditions under which they may hold.

By providing this reexamination, we follow a turn in the more recent literature that tries to assess the effect of aid fragmentation in a more differentiated way. In a formal model, Bourguignon and Platteau (2015) for instance emphasize the differences between the case in which donor and recipient preferences are aligned and the case in which they are not—with a particular focus on the recipients’ potential to exploit the donors’ generosity. In addition, authors now tend to consider a more complete picture by taking into account donor coordination (Pietschmann, 2016; 2017), which is the focus of studies, e.g., by Steinwand (2015), Bigsten and Tengstam (2015) and Bourguignon and Platteau (2015) (for an earlier study, see Torsvik, 2005). The concept of donor cooperation or harmonization is related to fragmentation in various ways, but even more difficult to operationalize in empirical studies (for a possible approximation, see Bigsten, 2006; Bigsten & Tengstam, 2015). The collection of recent studies by Klingebiel, Mahn, and Negre (2016) provides multiple per-
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spectives on the fragmentation of the aid system as a whole, including a balanced discussion of both costs and benefits, mostly on the basis of detailed case-study analyses.

The most recent traditional econometric study examining the effect of aid fragmentation is Kimura et al. (2012). While focusing on the positive effect of donor concentration on aid effectiveness and, eventually, economic growth, an interesting remark at the end of the paper explains that their result holds only for countries receiving a sufficiently large amount of aid. The authors suggest that this may be due to the fact that there could also be some negative effect of concentration related to less competition or less peer monitoring among donors (Kimura et al., 2012: 6). The authors’ earlier discussion paper (Kimura, Sawada, & Mori, 2007: 16) is even more explicit in this respect. For the specific case of fragile states, where aid inflows are often limited, Gutting and Steinwand (2017) also find a positive effect of higher donor numbers. Other authors show similar results in their regression tables, but do not discuss the issue due to their focus on the interaction term with aid rather than the fragmentation variable itself (e.g., Djankov et al., 2009: Tables 6–8). Generally, this indicates that a greater degree of differentiation is required than the conclusions in most of these papers would suggest.

To provide this differentiation, we extend the work of Kimura et al. (2012) in various ways: Based on theoretical considerations about plausible differences in the impact of fragmentation, we distinguish between (1) different indicators of fragmentation, (2) different aid outcomes, (3) different recipient country contexts, (4) different levels of donor alignment, (5) different time periods, and (6) different channels through which fragmentation could affect development in recipient countries.

Our main focus is on the distinction between different indicators of fragmentation (in Section 2). We show that they are conceptually different, notably due to the relationship between the effect of fragmentation and donor coordination, and the way donor coordination can be expected to work. In terms of outcome variables, we consider not only economic growth, but also school enrollment (since education is a sector which traditionally includes a particularly high number of donors), and bureaucratic quality (as many studies suggest that the overall negative effect of fragmentation is due to the strain it imposes on local administrations). To capture potentially important differences in recipient country characteristics, we further differentiate between their initial levels of administrative capacity. Regarding the alignment of donor preferences, we consider that common government ideology may facilitate coordination, even if the number of donors is high, thereby mitigating potential problems implied by fragmentation. Similarly, the distinction between different time periods may be relevant given that attempts to move toward greater coordination among donors are fairly recent. Finally, we differentiate between the direct effect of fragmentation and the moderating effect of fragmentation via its interaction with the amount of aid received. Both of these are used in the extant literature, but they are never compared and the choice appears rather arbitrary so far.

In Section 3 we test econometrically whether there is a robust significant relation between these fragmentation indicators and the different potential aid outcomes—economic growth, school enrollment, and bureaucratic quality. We differ from Kimura et al. (2012) in that we avoid to set up our own preferred estimation models. Rather, for each of our dependent variables, we replicate a well-known earlier study and add the different indicators of fragmentation. This strategy—also followed by Djankov et al. (2009)—enables us to avoid any influence a discretionary choice of control variables and methods of estimation could have on the coefficient estimates related to fragmentation. In a nutshell, we find no robust pattern across our different specifications. While our results confirm that fragmentation negatively affects aid effectiveness with respect to growth, this effect is driven solely by recipients with low bureaucratic capacity, and by the lack of lead donors rather than by a multitude of small donors. In addition, sectoral differentiation is essential. We do not find any systematic effects on bureaucratic quality, and we even find significant positive effects in the education sector.

In our concluding Section 4 we argue that sweeping conclusions on the harmful effects of fragmentation should rather be avoided. We believe that the systematic and differentiated re-estimation of the relationship between fragmentation and development outcomes is relevant, not only from a scientific, but also from a policy perspective. Fragmentation indicators are used in donor rankings, e.g., rankings by the OECD’s Development Assistance Committee (DAC) or rankings by the Center for Global Development, and in DAC peer reviews, and can lead to substantial pressure to adjust aid allocation and to focus on only a few core recipients. Since the evidence we have is less robust than generally perceived, such pressures may be premature. In some cases, they might lead donors to unnecessarily give up aid relationships that could have been highly beneficial for the recipient.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is intuitively plausible that a growing number of intervening partners in development cooperation raises transaction costs and represents a burden on developing countries’ administrative capacities. At the same time, a greater number of donors active in a country may bring up more innovative ideas, allow the recipient government to benefit from a variety of experiences, and put the recipient government in a more powerful position to take its own decisions, thereby enhancing ownership. Do the negative consequences of fragmentation always outweigh the benefits? If not, under which conditions does this happen? And which type of indicators best capture these effects? In the following, we provide some theoretical considerations in this respect.

(a) Relevant context factors

Differences in the impact of fragmentation may be driven by differences in the countries or sectors to which aid is allocated as well as to differences in the way a given number of donors cooperate within this setting. We discuss these areas one by one, starting with possible sectoral differences reflected in different aid outcomes under consideration.

(i) Differentiating between aid outcomes

It is well known that aid fragmentation varies considerably across sectors, with many more donors (and individual aid activities) in social sectors than in sectors such as economic infrastructure (Frot & Santiso, 2010: 21–22; OECD, 2009b: 45–52). In health and education, the average project is comparably small, in other areas such as industrial infrastructure or electricity generation, aid interventions are traditionally much larger.

As a consequence, the social sectors are often perceived as sectors in which the need to reduce fragmentation is particularly strong. However, it may also be the case that the natural project size in these sectors is smaller, and that recipient coun-
tries have developed strategies to deal with the multiplicity of small interventions so that the way they translate into transaction costs differs from other sectors. This is indeed what sector-specific interviews in Burkina Faso suggest (Dreher & Michaelowa, 2010: 25–26). In fact, in some sectors, five donors may appear to be many, in others, 15 donors may be a number dealt with easily. Apart from differences driven by experience with typical project size and donor numbers, coordination of small projects or their insertion into a national sector-level plan may be genuinely easier in some sectors than in others. If coordination is easy, fragmentation should not be too much of a concern. Difficulties for donor coordination can be expected primarily where the donors’ own national interests such as trade or investment opportunities are concerned, i.e., notably in fields such as industry, infrastructure, or resource extraction. These problems should arise much less in sectors such as health or education.

We further consider that some areas should be more directly affected by fragmentation than others. As most of the negative effects of fragmentation are expected to arise due to increased transaction costs imposed on the recipient country’s government (e.g., Acharya et al., 2006), the country’s administration should be affected most directly. Other sectors as well as economic development as a whole may then suffer indirectly from the inefficiency of the overburdened bureaucracy.

In the empirical part of this study, we will try to capture the relevant differences between sectors by a corresponding differentiation in outcome variables. Given the above arguments on the transaction costs imposed on the recipient country administration, we would expect the clearest detrimental effect of fragmentation on bureaucratic quality. Regarding other aid outcomes, we will distinguish between economic growth on the one hand, and primary school enrollment on the other, in order to contrast the role of fragmentation for aid in general with its role in the context of a social sector known for its traditionally high level of fragmentation. According to the above discussion, either of these areas could suffer more from fragmentation, so this remains a question to be answered empirically.

(iii) Differentiating between donor cooperation styles

In addition to relevant differentiations related to country and sector characteristics, the effect of aid fragmentation cannot be duly examined without taking into account the different modes of delivery, including the degree of donor coordination (see also Aldasoro, Nunnenkamp, & Thiele, 2010). When donors cooperate well with one another, so that they essentially speak with one voice, the number of donors involved should no more be of any concern for the recipient country. From this perspective, donor coordination could be a substitute for the concentration of aid flows. Unfortunately, information on the degree of coordination is not directly available (Bigsten, 2006: 89f.). However, there are more indirect measures that capture some of the related aspects. Bigsten and Tengstam (2015) for instance use program-based aid (PBA) as an indicator. However, this category of aid—separately computed by the DAC since the mid-2000s—includes host country leadership as a defining criterion (OECD, 2010). This is an advantage when it comes to measuring the overall alignment with the objectives of Paris, Accra, and Busan (such as in Bingsten and Tengstam, 2015), which do not only consider coordination among donors per se, but also the role of the recipient government. However, including this into the definition when assessing the specific effect of fragmentation appears to be a disadvantage since one of the most strongly voiced concerns regarding donor concentration is precisely that the influence of the recipient may be significantly reduced. It then becomes difficult to disentangle the different effects.

Another indirect way to get at donor coordination should be to consider how close different donors are ideologically. As Dreher, Minasyan, and Nunnenkamp (2015) find that the ideological distance between a donor and a recipient country can erode trust and complicate cooperation, the same could be true for coordination among the donors within a given host country. Ideological alignment between donor preferences should improve their collaboration. Considering donor cooperation as a potential substitute for the concentration of aid flows, we hence expect that the negative effects of fragmentation are greater for recipient countries in which donors’ preferences are less aligned.

Apart from a differentiation between host countries with a different degree of donor alignment, the empirical part of this study will also consider a simple time split of the sample to take into account that significant efforts regarding donor cooperation have only taken place fairly recently. A downside of this measure clearly is that it also captures the totality of potential effects of the Paris Agenda and even the effects of the end of the Cold War.
In addition, as we will show in the next section, the appropriate choice of the fragmentation indicator itself is not independent of the type of the coordination expected between donors.

(b) Different indicators of fragmentation and their implications

In addition to relevant differentiations related to country and sector characteristics, we should expect the choice of the fragmentation indicator itself to play a relevant role for the effects we are going to measure. This is because due to their computational properties each possible fragmentation indicator captures a different facet of what is usually conceived as “fragmentation.” Some indicators primarily focus on the lack of lead donors—one or a few dominant donors who may become natural leaders and take over responsibility for the bulk of the coordination activities. Others focus on the sheer number of donors, or on marginal donors that provide only little financial support, while adding to the overall number of development partners and arguably to the needs of coordination. Whether the lack of a lead donor or the large number of small donors are more relevant for potential problems related to fragmentation depends on how cooperation concretely works among donors, and to what extent cooperation can mitigate problems related to fragmentation. For this reason, the appropriate choice of the fragmentation indicator is directly related to the role of donor coordination, and different indicators won’t necessarily show the same effects.

The most frequently used indicator in the academic literature is based on the Herfindahl index (see, e.g., Djankov et al., 2009; Easterly, 2007; Knack & Rahman, 2007). It originally stems from the industrial organization literature, where it is used as a measure of the degree of competition among firms in an industry. In our case, it measures the probability that in two random draws of 1 USD from overall aid finance in a country (or sector), one would draw these two dollars from the same donor. Formally, the Herfindahl index (HI) can be expressed as:

$$HI = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \pi_i^2,$$

where \(i = 1, \ldots, N\) indicates the different donors, and \(\pi_i\) indicates the share of donor \(i\) in overall aid finance. The Herfindahl index belongs to the larger group of concentration indices, which also include concentration ratios (CR). The latter simply add up the shares of a predefined number of largest donors:

$$CR(N) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \pi_i.$$

For an analysis based on CR1—aid by the single largest donor as a percentage of total aid—see, e.g., Djankov et al. (2009: 227). Concentration indices focus on the existence of one or a few large donors and indicate high fragmentation when no dominant donors exist. As opposed to the Herfindahl index, a shift in proportions among the preselected large donors does not alter concentration ratios. However, any change from other donors toward these large donors will do so. The first \(N\) big donors are considered as one group. This index may therefore be useful if we consider that up to a small number of big donors additional donors pose no problem, or may even be an advantage. We would then start counting fragmentation only when the number of donors exceeds this predefined threshold.

While high concentration has a negative notation in industrial organization, it has a positive notation when it comes to development assistance and is simply interpreted as the flip-side of high fragmentation. This is reflected in the way in which the measure of fragmentation is computed. Based on either of the above measures of concentration, fragmentation indicators (\(F\)) are computed by subtracting the concentration index from one, i.e., \(F(HI) = 1 - HI\), or \(F(CR) = 1 - CR\). In our empirical analysis below, we include the fragmentation indices based on both HI and CR3. The decision to use CR3 rather than, say, CR4 is arbitrary, but since the conceptual idea is the same, we restrict the discussion to only one of these indicators.

Compared to fragmentation measures using concentration indices, measures based on a simple count of donors (\(N\)) in a given country and year are more straightforward and easier to understand. The DAC has widely used the donor count either directly or in its refined form which only considers “non-significant” aid relationships (Ericsson & Steensen, 2016; OECD, 2009a). While it introduces a binary distinction between large and small donors, it neglects more precise information on the donors’ relative shares.

However, the existence of lead donors remains unconsidered, and the problem is conceived as being reflected in the multitude of those donors that want to be part of all discussions and decision-making processes without delivering any significant input. To ensure that the efforts of small donor countries with correspondingly small aid budgets do not appear as “non-significant” and hence potentially undesirably everywhere, “significance” is defined by the DAC not only as a share of the recipients’ overall aid inflows, but also in relationship to the individual donor’s average aid outflows (OECD, 2011, p. 5f). We ignore the latter part of the definition here, as it arguably represents a concession necessary to make the indicator acceptable within the donor community, and dilutes the conceptual idea of the indicator. To determine whether a donor’s contribution is “significant” for the recipient country, the DAC considers whether the donor is among the largest donors that cumulatively account for at least 90% of aid inflows. We denote the remaining number of donors, i.e., the number of donors that are not significant according to this definition, as \(N(\leq 10\%)\). We will refer to this measure as the “number of small donors” whereby “small” is defined with respect to aid to a specific recipient or sector independently of the total aid budget of the donor agency.

Apart from measures based on concentration ratios and donor counts, some authors have suggested the use of inequality measures such as the Theil index (Acharya et al., 2006; Flogstad & Hagen, 2017). The latter has the advantage of being decomposable, so that the variance between donors can be compared to the variance within donors (e.g., regarding the sectoral spread as in Flogstad & Hagen, 2017). However, like other inequality measures such as the coefficient of variation or the Gini coefficient, the Theil index does not vary with a change in population size (here the number of donors) as long as all proportions remain the same. In terms of inequality, whether two donors provide 50% each or ten donors provide 10% each does not matter—in both cases the Theil index or the Gini coefficient will be zero because proportions are equal. This is a central characteristic that distinguishes inequality measures from measures of concentration (Ray, 1998: 184–192), and makes inequality measures less suitable for the measurement of fragmentation.

For our analysis, the Herfindahl index and the concentration ratio for a reasonable number of key donors, as well as the two measures of donor counts appear to be theoretically plausible. However, as already mentioned above, they reflect different types of potential problems as they give different
weights to donors at the high end and the low end of the aid distribution. The DAC index places greater emphasis to donors at the low end of the distribution. In contrast, the Herfindahl index and the CR3 value the existence of a few dominant donors and do not (or only marginally) consider the addition of small donors at the tail of the distribution. The latter would be appropriate if, for instance, small donors tended to align themselves more easily with existing procedures or even used delegated cooperation, thus adding very little to existing transaction costs (Dreher & Michaelowa, 2010: 23). The former would be appropriate if, even for such small donors, transaction costs for the recipients remain high or at least too high in relation to the donors’ small contributions.

We illustrate these differences between the indicators in Figure 1, which provides maps for the most recent period for which data were available (2010–13). It is noticeable that some countries like Brazil or India completely change their positions from the lowest to the highest end of the country ranking, depending on the indicator. Table 1 and Figure 2 provide additional descriptive statistics as well as bivariate correlations for each indicator and for the whole sample period. During the periods observed, the average number of donors in the different recipient countries varies between 7.67 and 47 (decimals due to averaging over 4-year periods). As expected, the bivariate correlation coefficient between the two indices based on concentration measures is rather high (rho = 87%), as is the one between the two DAC indices N (<10%) and N (rho = 94%). The latter indicates that the overall number of donors is largely driven by the number of small donors.

The correlation across these two groups of indicators is much smaller, and never exceeds 42%. For N(<10%), the correlation is smallest with rho = 9% and rho = 11% for F(HI) and F(CR3) respectively. This implies that a strong dominance of a few big donors can coincide with numerous activities of multiple small donors. Whether the activity of small donors as such is a problem, or whether it is the lack of dominant lead donors (or neither of the two) hence appears to be an important question to be examined.

The key additional information in Figure 2 is the distribution of the data. For the Herfindahl-based fragmentation index, the distribution appears quite skewed due to outliers with an unusually high donor concentration. This is due to some cases with just one or two extremely large lead donors since all other indicators including F(CR3) show a much more balanced distribution. The other indicators are more normally distributed and exhibit no clear outliers.

Figure 3 finally shows that whatever indicator we choose, we observe a considerable increase in fragmentation since the early 1970s. Noticeably, there has not been any reduction after the Paris Agreement in 2005, either.

(c) Different channels for the influence of fragmentation

Apart from the different contexts and indicators that should have an impact on the results we obtain for the effect of fragmentation, the way in which the effect of fragmentation is modeled should also be relevant. In the existant literature, two distinct models can be observed. In the first case, fragmentation is considered to directly affect the outcome variables, e.g., growth or bureaucratic quality (direct channel) (e.g., Knack and Rahman, 2007). In the second, fragmentation is considered not by itself, but as having a negative effect on the effectiveness of aid (moderating channel) (e.g., Djankov et al., 2009). While the corresponding analysis refers to something rather different, the choice of one of these channels over the other has never been discussed in any paper we are aware of. While the distinction obviously collapses for developing
countries not receiving any aid, it is important in all other cases. Modeling the direct channel supposes that there could be a (negative or positive) effect of fragmentation independently of the amount and consequences of aid given. Even if recipients wasted all money flowing in the country, or used it only for consumptive purposes, they might benefit from the exchange with different donor agencies present in the country. Indeed, some recipients seem to make use of the international contacts established in the field of development cooperation for other purposes, e.g., in the areas of international trade and foreign direct investment, so that there could be an effect on growth independently of the amount of aid received (Dreher & Michaelowa, 2010: 29–31). Other scholars also report recipient country officials stating a preference for new additional donors, rather than more funding from the existing ones (Tatrallyay & Stadelmann, 2011). In these situations, clearly, fragmentation in itself is seen as a valuable asset, independently of the amount of aid.

Similar examples can be found for a negative direct effect of fragmentation. This is what Knack and Rahman (2007) have in mind in their paper: Independently of the effect of aid itself, their model suggests a negative effect of each additional donor on the functioning of local bureaucracies. This could happen, for instance, if donors poach key advisors from the government or private sector, or if they give conflicting advice.

In contrast, the moderating channel ignores any effects other than through aid. Hence the focus is on the effect of aid on diverse outcome variables, and on how this effect is in turn altered by donor fragmentation. Econometrically, this leads to the focus on the interaction term between aid and fragmentation while the modeling of the direct channel examines the

### Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the fragmentation indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Obs.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Correlation coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F(HI)</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>F(HI) 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(CR3)</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>F(CR3) 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>29.60</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>41.75</td>
<td>N 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(&lt;10%)</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>20.81</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>41.75</td>
<td>N 0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: F(HI): Fragmentation index based on the Herfindahl Index; F(CR3): Fragmentation index based on aid by the three largest donors as a percentage of total aid; N: Total number of donors; N(<10%): Fragmentation index based on the number of donors that cumulatively account for at most 10% of aid inflows. Sample and fragmentation data as in Table 2 based on the extended Burnside–Dollar data averaged over four years, starting in 1974 until 2013.

**Figure 2.** Violin plots of fragmentation indices. Notes: F(HI): Fragmentation index based on the Herfindahl Index; F(CR3): Fragmentation index based on aid by the three largest donors as a percentage of total aid; Fragmentation index based on N(<10%): Fragmentation index based on the number of donors that cumulatively account for at most 10% of aid inflows. The violin plots combine a box-plot diagram and a density trace. The white dot indicates the median value, the shaded area the density, and the black bar shows the range that contains 50% of the observations (from the 25th to the 75th percentile). The black line ends at 1.5 times this range above and below this interval. Points beyond the black line are defined as outliers. Data based on the sample in Table 2.
marginal effect of fragmentation instead. In our empirical analysis, we will present both perspectives, but focus on the moderating channel, which has been more frequently examined in the extant literature.

3. THE EFFECT OF FRAGMENTATION ON AID OUTCOMES

After some general information on data and methods, this section presents the empirical results for the relationship between fragmentation and the different outcome variables—growth, bureaucratic quality, and primary enrollment—for both the direct and the moderating channels, and for the different contexts discussed above.

(a) Data and methods

As mentioned above, our intention in the empirical part is to provide a maximum of comparability with widely accepted existing studies. There is hence no subjective adjustment of the original studies in order to obtain a regression specification with better fit (or any other reason). With respect to the relationship between aid and growth, we replicate the study by Burnside and Dollar (2000), based on the permutations in Michaelowa and Weber (2007) and Dreher, Thiele, and Nunnenkamp (2008), based on the update by Birchler and Michaelowa (2016).

Since the regressions for growth, bureaucratic quality, and education correspond to the original specifications of the different authors, they differ with respect to controls, estimation methods, and time periods covered, and are thus difficult to compare to each other. As suggested by a reviewer, we hence provide additional specifications, in which all data are updated to the most recent year available (i.e., until 2013), and all models based on the specification by Clemens et al. (2012) outlined above. The tables presented in the main text all refer to these specifications with fixed effects, lagged aid, a common set of control variables, and coverage of all available years until 2013. The original models are presented in the appendix. To reduce clutter, we do not present the coefficients for the control variables, but list the variables included in each model with their definitions, descriptive statistics, and sources in Table A1 in the online appendix.5

For both the aid variable and our computation of the aid fragmentation indices, we use data for Official Development Assistance (ODA) from the OECD/DAC’s (2016) Creditor Reporting System (CRS). Following the traditions of the aid effectiveness literature, we use disbursements rather than commitments because only funds that are disbursed can be expected to become effective in terms of development outcomes.

Since not all types of ODA can be expected to have a direct impact on growth, some of the regressions in Clemens et al. (2012) are based on what they call “early-impact aid,” in order to improve the precision of the estimated effect of aid. As our primary intention is to estimate the relationship with fragmentation rather than the effect of aid, however, it appears relevant in our context to capture aid flows in their entirety.7

There is only one part of aid that we would ideally want to exclude from the computation of fragmentation indicators—the part of aid that does not flow to recipient countries such as financial support for students and refugees in donor countries, debt relief, and administrative costs for donor agencies (see also Mürle, 2007). To do so, the OECD (2009a) suggests the use of Country Programmable Aid (CPA). However, CPA data are only available for the most recent decade, so that their use would have greatly reduced the number of observations for our analysis. This problem is aggravated in the present analytical setting as sensible panel regressions in models with large fluctuations in the dependent variable (such as growth) and/or very limited change in the explanatory variables (aid disbursements and fractionalization) need to combine the information over several years by taking averages.

---

Figure 3. Fragmentation trends over time (1974–2013). Notes: $F(HI)$: Fragmentation index based on the Herfindahl Index; $F(CR3)$: Fragmentation index based on aid by the three largest donors as a percentage of total aid; N: Total number of donors; N(<10%): Fragmentation index based on the number of donors that cumulatively account for at most 10% of aid inflows. Data based on the sample in Table 2, but yearly rather than averaged over four-year periods.
Following the above-mentioned econometric studies, we therefore accept the lack of precision in the ODA data in order to obtain longer time-series.

We do not claim to necessarily estimate causal effects of aid and fragmentation with the regressions in this paper. However, readers who are convinced by the identification strategies in the existing papers replicated here can confidently interpret the results of our paper as causal effects as well. It should also be noted that, even if the main effects of aid and fragmentation cannot be interpreted as causal, the endogeneity problem does not need to extend to the interaction between these variables. The respective coefficient, which is at the center of our interest here, is biased only if the change in the effect of aid that comes about through changes in fragmentation is affected by omitted variables or reverse causality (after controlling for the main effects and all other variables in the model). The conditions under which this is true are different from and somewhat weaker than the assumptions that need to hold for the exogeneity of the main effects. The relevant conditions are often met, in particular, when at least one of the two interacted variables is exogenous (for a detailed discussion, see Appendix S4 in Dreher, Eichenauer, & Gehring, 2016).

While most authors consider aid as endogenous, we are not aware of any studies discussing potential endogeneity problems of fragmentation. However, one might, for instance, imagine that there could be reverse causality, with growth, bureaucratic quality, and functioning education influencing the number of donors providing aid. To provide a plausibility check for this eventuality, Table A2 in the appendix shows the results of a regression of the different fragmentation indices on various lags of our three outcome variables. Only three out of 32 coefficients are significant at conventional levels, indicating no systematic trend. This increases our confidence that fragmentation in a specific country and period is not endogenous to our outcome variables or at least not to a significant extent.

None of the studies in the aid fragmentation literature can claim to avoid any remaining risk of endogeneity. GMM estimation, which until a few years ago was widely considered as providing suitable internal instruments, has now been demonstrated to be no solution to such problems. Bazzi and Clemens (2013) point out that testing the power of (internal) instruments in GMM-type regressions is as important as in any instrumental variables setting. Still, tests for instrument power in GMM-type models are rarely reported, leaving substantial doubts about the reliability of these studies’ results. Equally important are the difficulties with respect to the exclusion restriction. Using lagged values (in differences or levels) of aid to instrument current aid implies the exclusion restriction that past levels of aid affect contemporaneous growth exclusively via current aid. Given the various lags involved for aid to potentially affect growth, this assumption seems as strict as simply assuming that aid affects (or does not affect) growth. Similarly, past levels of fragmentation could affect growth as easily as contemporaneous fragmentation. For example, high fragmentation when planning a project or designing a sector-specific aid strategy can affect growth many years later, even holding fragmentation at the later point in time constant. The same problems arise when bureaucratic quality or educational enrollment rather than growth are used as dependent variables.

### The effect of aid fragmentation on growth

Table 2 presents our results for the growth rate of real GDP per capita based on Clemens, Radelet, Bhavnani, and Bazzi (2012) as described above. The interaction term between aid and fragmentation is significant, negative, and sizeable for F(HI) and F(CR3) suggesting that the largest possible increase in fragmentation from 0 to 1 would reduce the effect of aid on growth by more than half a percentage point (columns 2 and 3). Within our sample, the marginal effect of aid at low fragmentation (20th percentile) is more than twice as high as for high fragmentation (80th percentile). For the other two indicators – N and N(<10%) – these differences are smaller and not significant at conventional levels (columns 3 and 4). When reproducing the analysis with a further interaction between fragmentation with aid squared (appendix, Table A3) the contrast between the two sets of fragmentation indicators becomes even clearer. Arguably, if the relationship between aid and growth is conditioned on fragmentation, the whole relationship is conditioned, and not merely its linear component. In this specification, fragmentation computed on the basis of the two concentration indices shows a similarly negative effect on aid effectiveness as before. In contrast, fragmentation as measured by the count of donors does not seem to make any difference for aid effectiveness (column 3) or to even influence aid effectiveness positively (column 4). In fact, for both of these indicators, aid becomes positively significant only at higher levels of fragmentation. Small additional donors may adjust and at the same time provide more ideas that are beneficial for aid effectiveness as a whole. However, since the effects for N and N(<10%) are far from robust, we should not be too quick with any such interpretation. What is clear from both tables is only the difference between the two sets of indicators. Substantially, these results suggest that any negative effect fragmentation may have is driven by the lack of lead donors, rather than by the sheer number of donors or an exceedingly high number of small donors.

While we find partial evidence for a moderating effect of fragmentation on the effect of aid, the direct effect of fragmentation (for aid at the median) is not significant anywhere. This confirms the necessity to examine the direct and moderating effects separately, and to highlight the differences between them.

On the basis of the specification in Table 2, we further proceed by splitting the sample with respect to bureaucratic quality, donor alignment, and the time period covered by the data. In each case, the sample is divided at the 50th percentile. Bureaucratic quality is measured based on the International Country Risk Guide (PRS Group, 2013), while donor alignment is measured via the standard deviation of donor ideology on a left-to-right scale using the chief executive party orientation from the database of political institutions (Cruz, Keefer, & Scartascini, 2016). The latter corresponds to the operationalization used by Dreher et al. (2015) for their comparison of donor and recipient ideology.

Table 3 presents the results. It restricts the presentation to the coefficients of the most relevant variable, namely the interaction term between aid and fragmentation; the coefficients for all variables related to aid and fragmentation are presented in Table A4 in the appendix. Furthermore, Table 3 provides the p-value for a Wald test of the equality of means for each of the two groups compared. The Wald tests are obtained using Seemingly Unrelated Regression Estimation (SURE), which allows the error terms of different regressions to be related via a joint variance–covariance matrix.

There is clear evidence for the relevance of this differentiation. Only in countries with low bureaucratic quality do we observe the previously discussed negative influence of fragmentation on aid effectiveness; in this subset of recipient countries, however, the interaction terms with F(HI) and F(CR3) are very high. It is thus this subset of countries that drives the overall effect reported above.
variables are defined in the appendix, Table A1. The sample is based on 4-year periods. Both aid and fragmentation are lagged by one period. All

Notes:

F(HI): Fragmentation index based on the Herfindahl Index; F(CR3): Fragmentation index based on aid by the three largest donors as a percentage

based on Table 2. Samples are split at the 50th percentile. Standard errors clustered at the country level are reported in brackets. *

**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

In contrast, the differentiation in the model's utility with respect to political alignment is time periods do not show any consistent pat-

ters. There is hence no support for the expectation that ideol-

ical closeness between donors or coordination efforts in

later years may mitigate the problems related to fragmenta-

Table 3. Aid, fragmentation, and growth (based on Burnside and Dollar), 1974–2013, sample splits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: GDP p.c. growth</th>
<th>High bureaucratic quality</th>
<th>Low bureaucratic quality</th>
<th>High political alignment</th>
<th>Low political alignment</th>
<th>Prior to 1994</th>
<th>Since 1994</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aid \times F(HI)</td>
<td>-0.074</td>
<td>-2.248**</td>
<td>-0.851**</td>
<td>-0.442</td>
<td>-0.131</td>
<td>-1.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value equal coefficients</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>[1.267]</td>
<td>[0.392]</td>
<td>[0.356]</td>
<td>[0.444]</td>
<td>[0.746]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aid \times F(CR3)</td>
<td>-0.208</td>
<td>-1.442**</td>
<td>-0.422</td>
<td>-0.591**</td>
<td>-0.274</td>
<td>-0.656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value equal coefficients</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>[0.768]</td>
<td>[0.358]</td>
<td>[0.288]</td>
<td>[0.392]</td>
<td>[0.533]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aid \times Total number of donors (N)</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value equal coefficients</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>[0.003]</td>
<td>[0.011]</td>
<td>[0.020]</td>
<td>[0.006]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aid \times Small donors (N &lt; 10%)</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.005*</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value equal coefficients</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: F(HI): Fragmentation index based on the Herfindahl Index; F(CR3): Fragmentation index based on aid by the three largest donors as a percentage

of total aid; N(<10%): Fragmentation index based on the number of donors that cumulatively account for at most 10% of aid inflows. The regressions are based on Table 2. Samples are split at the 50th percentile. Standard errors clustered at the country level are reported in brackets. P-values refer to a Wald test of the equality of coefficients for split samples. *p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
tioned before, this is the area in which fragmentation is usually expected to have the most immediate negative effect. The reason is that the transaction costs supposedly induced by fragmentation should primarily hit the overburdened recipient country’s bureaucracy in charge of coordinating the different aid inflows and donor demands.

Knack and Rahman’s (2007) influential and widely cited original study focuses on the theoretical links between fragmentation and bureaucratic quality while the empirical testing is less comprehensive. In a simple cross-sectional analysis they then estimate how average donor fragmentation over the 1980s and 1990s relates to bureaucratic quality in 2001.10 While the study is known for the evidence it provides on the negative effect of fragmentation, the careful reader notices that the authors differentiate, and do not claim such an effect for all countries. Indeed they state that for many recipients—that receiving little aid, which are typically also the wealthier ones with better administrations—there is little reason to expect a detrimental effect of fragmentation (Knack & Rahman, 2007: 190). They thereby focus on the direct effect of fragmentation and do not analyze the interaction term with aid.

When replicating their cross-section results for the full set of recipients and adding an interaction term with aid in order to also examine the moderating effect of fragmentation (see Table A6 in the appendix),11 we confirm that the general results do not appear robust. Although the marginal effect of fragmentation is always negative, it is significant only when using the total number of donors as the indicator of fragmentation (column 3). Similarly, the interaction term is negative throughout, but significant only in the third column. Yet, in Knack and Rahman’s cross sectional setting, when fragmentation is very high, the marginal effect of aid on bureaucratic quality almost always becomes significantly negative, while this is not the case at low levels of fragmentation. This lends some empirical support to the negative effect of fragmentation.

However, when adding additional data and adjusting the specification to the model in Table 2—thereby transforming the cross-sectional analysis into a fixed effects panel model—any evidence for such an effect completely disappears (see Table 4). The interaction term is never statistically significant and varies in sign. Correspondingly, the marginal effect of aid does not depend on the level of fragmentation (in fact, it remains insignificant throughout). The direct effect of fragmentation at median aid is even positively significant in one regression (column 2) and insignificant otherwise.12

The sample split presented in Table 5 does not identify any negative effect of fragmentation either.13 Just as for the case of growth, we observe a difference between recipients with different levels of administrative capacity, and this difference is significant for both F(HI) and F(CR3). However, even for the sub-sample of recipients with low bureaucratic quality, the interaction term between aid and fragmentation is never significant at conventional levels.

As before, we find no consistent pattern for the other two differentiations. We obtain a number of significant interaction terms for the period prior to 1994 (with values that are significantly different from those for the later period), but the signs of the estimators point in opposing directions. While we did expect that different fragmentation indicators would show different effects, these virtually opposite effects appear rather puzzling.

In summary, while the results based on the initial sample and cross-sectional specification by Knack and Rahman (2007) show some—albeit not robust—evidence for a negative effect of fragmentation, both directly and in a moderating function through a negative influence of the effect of aid, these results do not hold in our panel models. Thus, right in the area in which scholars usually expect the most direct negative effect of fragmentation, the results are ambiguous and difficult to reconcile with theoretical expectations. There is no systematic effect on bureaucratic quality, no matter which perspective we adopt to measure fragmentation.

(d) The effect of aid fragmentation on education

The education sector is one of the social sectors which were characterized above as typically accommodating for a much higher number of donors than other sectors. According to Frot and Santiso (2010: 22) the education sector is the most fragmented of all sectors. We are thus interested to test what effect fragmentation has on outcomes in this sector, and how it affects the relationship between aid and educational outcomes. The first studies investigating the effectiveness of education aid were Michaelowa and Weber (2007) and Dreher et al. (2008). Both studies find a generally positive relationship between aid and primary school enrollment, albeit their interpretation somewhat differs with respect to the size and robustness of the effect. In a recent update, Birchler and Michaelowa (2016) confirm these results based on the more comprehensive sectoral DAC disbursement data now available. In their Table 1, regression 2, Birchler and Michaelowa (2016: 40) use a regression specification of aid on education similar to the work of Clemens et al. (2012), and hence most easily comparable to the analysis in 3(b). The dependent variable is the net primary enrollment rate (in %). Tables A8–A10 in the appendix are based on the original specification, with data covering the 1996–2010 period, aggregated to three periods over five years each, only adding the variables related to fragmentation. Tables 6 and 7 below present the results with further updated data and the specifications in analogy to those in Table 2 for the growth regressions.

The outcomes for this sector are clear: There is no evidence for a negative effect of fragmentation. If at all, fragmentation seems to have a positive effect on education. In Table 6, the interaction term between education aid and fragmentation is always positive, and in three out of four regressions, and in two out of four cases significant for high levels of fragmentation, while it is mostly insignificant with a lower point estimate of the marginal effect at low levels of fragmentation. It seems that greater donor fragmentation hence increases rather than decreases aid effectiveness in the education sector.

There is no evidence for a direct effect of fragmentation on educational enrollment either. Fragmentation at median aid is mostly insignificant, and in one case even positively significant. Clearly, this evidence points toward a positive, rather than a negative effect of fragmentation.14

A skeptical reader might argue that the positive results for fragmentation could be an artifact of a potentially misspecified regression (using the set-up and the variables of the Burnside–Dollar model for education). However, the corresponding Table A8 in the appendix, which is based on the original specification, points in the same direction, although less strikingly so.

Table 7 shows the break down by bureaucratic quality and donor alignment (the split into the period before and after 1994 is not possible due to limited data availability for education aid and the correspondingly shorter overall time series). Once more, the sample split confirms the relevance of bureaucratic quality. For three out of our four fragmentation indicators, the interaction term is significantly lower in the sub-sample of recipients with poor administrative capacity. While
fragmentation appears to be rather positive for the education sector overall, this effect is driven by those countries with better bureaucratic quality. In the comparison group, the interaction term is always insignificant. As opposed to bureaucratic quality, political alignment between donors does not seem to have any relevant effect.

As before, Table 7 is reproduced in the appendix with more information regarding the coefficients of the other relevant variables (Table A7). The appendix also shows a replication of the sample split based on the original data (Tables A9 and A10). The main message is that there is no evidence for a negative effect of fragmentation in the education sector, whatever the sample split and the fragmentation indicator selected.

This suggests that education may indeed be a field where neither the lack of lead donors, nor the overall number of donors negatively affect outcomes—possibly because there is enough experience with high donor numbers in the sector.
(which also include multiple NGOs not even included in the discussion here), and hence the government authorities may have grown used to take over a stronger leadership position in this sector than elsewhere. The relevant coordinating framework may be in place. In this case, more donors can simply add new ideas with positive rather than negative consequences for educational outcomes.

Overall, these results support our earlier skeptical and cautious conclusions: There is no systematic pattern that supports a generally negative effect of fragmentation, and the results differ depending on the sector, the specific country context, the choice of the respective indicator, and on whether we consider the direct or the moderating channel. Generally, the moderating channel seems to dominate, i.e., there is little evidence for any direct effects, but there is some evidence for a conditioning effect of fragmentation on aid effectiveness. This effect is significantly negative when we look at economic growth, but only when conceiving fragmentation primarily

### Table 6. Aid, fragmentation, and primary enrollment, 1994–2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragmentation index</th>
<th>F(HI)</th>
<th>F(CR3)</th>
<th>Total number of donors (N)</th>
<th>Small donors (N &lt; 10%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aid</td>
<td>1.108</td>
<td>2.062***</td>
<td>1.149**</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.720]</td>
<td>[0.626]</td>
<td>[0.558]</td>
<td>[1.096]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aid*2</td>
<td>−0.158**</td>
<td>−0.141***</td>
<td>−0.154</td>
<td>−0.175**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.042]</td>
<td>[0.042]</td>
<td>[0.038]</td>
<td>[0.043]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragmentation</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>23.849</td>
<td>1.230**</td>
<td>−8.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[4.524]</td>
<td>[15.797]</td>
<td>[0.515]</td>
<td>[5.398]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aid × Fragmentation</td>
<td>2.843*</td>
<td>1.946</td>
<td>0.097**</td>
<td>2.884*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1.185]</td>
<td>[2.163]</td>
<td>[0.046]</td>
<td>[1.554]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R-Squared</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.572</td>
<td>0.463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of countries</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Marginal effect of Aid at Frag.**

| Frag. 20% perc. | 0.863| 1.481**| 0.707| 0.503 |
|                 | [0.695]| [0.618]| [0.565]| [1.114] |
| Frag. 50% perc. | 1.720**| 1.544**| 0.998*| 1.484** |
|                 | [0.611]| [0.600]| [0.511]| [0.705] |
| Frag. 80% perc. | 2.360***| 1.817***| 1.651***| 2.228*** |
|                 | [0.740]| [0.658]| [0.583]| [0.710] |
| Marginal effect of Frag. at Aid 50th percentile | 3.446| 25.666| 1.321*| −5.795 |
|                 | [5.284]| [17.736]| [0.612]| [6.220] |

**Notes:** F(HI): Fragmentation index based on the Herfindahl Index; F(CR3): Fragmentation index based on education aid by the three largest donors as a percentage of total education aid; N(<10%): Fragmentation index based on the number of donors that cumulatively account for at most 10% of aid inflows. The control variables are defined in the appendix, Table A1. The sample is based on 4-year periods. Both aid and fragmentation are lagged by one period. All regressions include period- and country-fixed effects and instrument initial GDP per capita with its first lag. The marginal effect of aid refers to the change in the net enrollment rate if aid per capita increases by one percentage point at different levels of fragmentation (“Frag.”) and average aid values. Standard errors clustered at the country level are reported in brackets. *p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.

### Table 7. Aid, fragmentation, and primary enrollment, 1994–2013, sample splits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: Net enrollment rate (%)</th>
<th>High bureaucratic quality</th>
<th>Low bureaucratic quality</th>
<th>High political alignment</th>
<th>Low political alignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aid × F(HI)</td>
<td>12.446***</td>
<td>2.515</td>
<td>1.724</td>
<td>1.594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value equal coefficients</td>
<td>[3.508]</td>
<td>[2.036]</td>
<td>[2.136]</td>
<td>[3.009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aid × F(CR3)</td>
<td>23.729***</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>2.363</td>
<td>−2.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value equal coefficients</td>
<td>[3.810]</td>
<td>[3.020]</td>
<td>[3.068]</td>
<td>[12.599]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aid × Total number of donors (N)</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>−0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value equal coefficients</td>
<td>[0.307]</td>
<td>[0.076]</td>
<td>[0.056]</td>
<td>[0.277]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aid × Small donors (N &lt; 10%)</td>
<td>12.223</td>
<td>2.158</td>
<td>1.734</td>
<td>0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value equal coefficients</td>
<td>[14.025]</td>
<td>[3.437]</td>
<td>[3.288]</td>
<td>[1.530]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F(HI): Fragmentation index based on the Herfindahl Index; F(CR3): Fragmentation index based on aid by the three largest donors as a percentage of total aid; N(<10%): Fragmentation index based on the number of donors that cumulatively account for at most 10% of aid inflows. The regressions are based on the specifications in Table 6. Samples are split at the 50th percentile. The split with respect to period was not possible given that data are available only from 1994. P-values refer to a Wald test of the equality of coefficients for split samples. Standard errors clustered at the country level are reported in brackets. *p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
as a lack of lead donors. Noticeably, the negative relationship does not hold for recipients above a certain level of administrative capacity.

The effect of fragmentation is largely insignificant when looking at bureaucratic quality rather than growth. No systematic pattern can be observed apart from the fact that again, initial administrative capacity seems to play some role.

In the education sector, we tend to observe a positive rather than a negative relationship between fragmentation and aid effectiveness, independently of the indicator used. The general features of this sector are very different from other sectors such as economic infrastructure or administrative capacity building, and this apparently finds its reflection in a greater capacity of recipient countries to deal with fragmented donor structures in an appropriate way. As before, initial bureaucratic quality is important: The positive effect of fragmentation does not emerge when bureaucratic quality is low.

In sum, this implies that with the evidence currently available generalizing statements on the negative effect of fragmentation appear problematic. We need greater differentiation and a more detailed analysis before we can safely draw firm conclusions.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper questions the apparent consensus that fragmented aid is generally “bad” aid. Our systematic and detailed reexamination of the literature shows that theoretically we expect differences related to (i) the different concepts of fragmentation when using different indicators, (ii) the different recipient country contexts, (iii) the different outcomes under consideration, and (iv) the channels considered for fragmentation to affect these outcomes (directly or via reduced aid effectiveness). The relevance of this differentiation finds clear support in our empirical analysis.

For the example of the education sector, we show that a reduction of fragmentation (i.e., a decrease in donor numbers or an increase in donor concentration) can have a negative effect. We conjecture that education is an area in which recipient governments have acquired long-term experience in coordinating multiple interventions that include a large number of actors—even beyond the bi- and multilateral donors considered here.

The evidence in the education sector contrasts with the evidence in other areas: Our evidence on economic growth largely confirms the standard expectations of a negative effect of fragmentation on aid effectiveness. However, we find significant effects only when we conceptualize fragmentation as a lack of concentration (absence of lead donors). Regarding bureaucratic quality we do not find any systematic effect of donor fragmentation.

In all these cases initial administrative capacity matters. The effect of fragmentation on aid effectiveness is generally less positive (or more negative) for recipient countries with low bureaucratic quality. The positive effects of fragmentation that we observe (i.e., with respect to education) are driven by the subset of recipients with high bureaucratic quality, while negative effects (i.e., with respect to growth) are driven by the subset of recipients with low bureaucratic quality. In the respective comparison group the effect of fragmentation is generally insignificant.

Overall, we conclude that the generally expected negative effect of fragmentation is less robust than commonly assumed. Given the theoretically relevant differentiations outlined above, this should not come as a surprise. In any case, the differences we observe and the lack of a systematic overall pattern should lead to a more cautious interpretation of the available evidence. Based on the empirical evidence presented in this paper, any generalizing judgments about the effect of aid fragmentation seem to be misleading.

NOTES

1. See Steinwand (2015) for a detailed discussion of the relationship between fragmentation and coordination. He also introduces the concept of a lead donor, but with a focus on historical ties such as by the former colonizer, thereby inducing a specific form of aid (“private good aid”) with often negative consequences for the recipient.

2. To stress the relationship with the variance in the volume of aid flows across donors (\( \sigma^2 \)) the Herfindahl index can also be reformulated as: \( H = N \cdot \sigma^2 + \frac{1}{N} \). The higher the variance, the higher will be \( H \); for identical donor shares \( H = 1/N \) (Kimura et al., 2012: 2).

3. The correlations of CR3 with CR2 and CR4 are 0.982 and 0.991, respectively. As a consequence, our main results are unchanged when using CR2 or CR4.

4. Note that when adding a small donor, the concentration ratio will generally not remain fully unchanged, but change to the extent that this small donor reduces the share of the large donors within the overall aid flows to the recipient country. It will only remain completely unchanged if new small donors just happen to balance out reductions in the flows by other small donors.

5. There is one minor difference requested by a referee, namely the omission of Burnside and Dollar’s index of economic policy that considerably reduces the available number of observations. Since the index is always insignificant, this does not change any of the results. For the exact replication of Clemens et al. (2012) including economic policy (and also with respect to the time period covered by them), see the discussion paper version of this article (Gehring et al., 2015).

6. Full regression results are available on request.

7. Furthermore, early-impact aid has been shown not to be a robust predictor of growth (Björnskov, 2013; Rajan & Subramanian, 2008), and to not differ in effectiveness compared to all aid (Roodman, 2015). A major drawback with this measure is that disaggregated aid disbursements are not available for the entire period, so that disbursements have to be estimated based on commitments. Data on commitments in the earlier periods also suffer from severe underreporting (see OECD/DAC, 2014).

8. See Dreher and Langlotz (2015), Dreher and Lohmann (2015), and Galiani, Knack, Xu, and Zou (2017) for recent attempts to identify causal effects of aid on growth (but with no reference to fragmentation).

9. The regression we build upon is presented by Clemens et al. (2012) in Table 7, column 7. The data are updated for the 2006–13 period using the World Development Indicators and OECD DAC. Note that differences as compared to the analysis in our discussion paper (Gehring et al., 2015) are primarily driven by the longer time series used here, and the corresponding changes in our sample as well as the greater precision of all point estimates.
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10. Knack and Rahman separately discuss results for aid volumes and project numbers. As discussed in Knack and Rahman (2007: 186f.), but also, for instance, in Kilby (2011) and Dreher and Michaelowa (2010), measuring project-level fragmentation has several advantages, but also disadvantages, notably the severely reduced data availability for early years. In line with the discussion of the growth regression above, we only consider aid volumes here.

11. The replication is based on Knack and Rahman (2007, Table 1, equation 1).

12. We again reproduced the regressions including an interaction of fragmentation with aid squared (not shown). This did not change our results.

13. See also Table A5 in the appendix for the presentation of all main effects. For the regressions of Table A6, we do not reproduce the sample splits given that the original analysis is at the cross-sectional level using country data averaged over almost 20 years. Using such long-term averages to define the sub-samples does not appear useful, especially for those recipients that developed significantly over time. In addition, sub-samples would become very small since the full sample only includes 83 observations to begin with.

14. Following the advice of a reviewer, we also tested whether our results are robust to replacing aid disbursements with commitments. Based on the specification of Table 6, Table A11 in the appendix shows substantially the same results. Note that we again also reproduced the regressions including an interaction of fragmentation with aid squared (not shown). This did not change our results.
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APPENDIX A. SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.worlddev.2017.05.019.